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Abstract— In large multiagent games, partial observability ,
coordination, and credit assignmentpersistently plague attempts
to design good learning algorithms. We provide a simple and
efficient algorithm that in part uses a linear system to model
the world fr om a single agent’s limited perspective, and takes
advantage of Kalman filtering to allow an agent to construct a
good training signal and effectively learn a near-optimal policy
in a wide variety of settings.A sequenceof increasinglycomplex
empirical tests verifies the efficacy of this technique.

Index Terms— Kalman filtering, multi-agent systems, Q-
learning, reinforcement learning.

I . INTRODUCTION

Learning in a single-agentstationary-environment setting
canbea hardproblem,but relative to themulti-agentlearning
problem,it is easy. When multiple learningagentsare intro-
ducedinto the system,one of the key elementsof the usual
reinforcementlearning framework – the Markov propertyof
the state space– fails, becausethe changing behavior of
the other agentschangesthe dynamicsof the world. There
are several different approachesto overcomingthis problem,
including tools and conceptsfrom gametheory and partially
observableMarkov decisionprocesses,but nonehave proven
to be effective in general.We needa differentapproach,and
in this paper, we presenta simple abstractionand reward
filtering techniquethat allows computationallyefficient and
robust learningin largemulti-agentenvironmentswhereother
methodsmay fail or becomeintractable.

In many multi-agentsettings,our learning agentdoesnot
have a full view of theworld. At thevery least,it usuallydoes
not have a a completerepresentationof the internal statesof
the other agents.Oftentimesit cannotseethe world stateof
agentsthat are far away or otherwiseobscured.This partial
observability createsproblemswhenthe agentbegins to learn
aboutthe world, sinceit cannotseehow the otheragentsare
manipulatingthe environmentandthusit cannotascertainthe
trueworld state.It maybeappropriateto modeltheobservable
world asa non-stationaryMarkov DecisionProcess(MDP). A
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separateproblemariseswhen we train multiple agentsusing
a global reward signal. This is often the casein cooperative
gamesin which all the agentscontribute towards attaining
somecommongoal. Even with full observability, the agents
would needto overcomea credit assignmentproblem,since
it may be difficult to ascertainwhich agentswereresponsible
for creatinggood reward signals.If we cannoteven observe
what the otheragentsaredoing, how canwe begin to reason
abouttheir role in obtainingthe currentreward?Our solution
relieson its simplicity.

Consider an agent in an MDP, learning to maximize a
reward that is a functionof its observablestateand/oractions.
There are many well-studied learning techniquesto do this
[Sutton and Barto, 1999]. The effects of non-stationarity,
partial observability, andglobal rewardscanbe thoughtof as
replacingthis true reward signal with an alternatesignal that
is a non-stationaryfunction of the original reward. Think of
the differencebetweenlearning with a personalcoach and
learning in a large class where feedbackis given only on
collective performance.This causesproblemsfor anagentthat
is trying to use the reward signal to learn an optimal policy
for this environment.Ideally theagentcanrecover theoriginal
personalreward signaland learnusing that signal ratherthan
the global reward signal.

We show that in many naturally arising situationsof this
kind, aneffective approachis for an individual agentto model
the observed global reward signal as the sum of its own
contribution (which is the personalreward signal on which
it should baseits learning) and a random Markov process
(which is the amount of the observed reward due to other
agentsor externalfactors).With sucha simplemodel,we can
estimateboth of thesequantitiesefficiently using an online
Kalman filtering process.Many external sourcesof reward
(which could be regardedas noise) can be modeledas or
approximatedby a randomMarkov process,so this technique
promisesbroad applicability. This approachis more robust
than trying to learndirectly from the global reward, allowing
agentsto learn and converge faster to an optimal or near-
optimalpolicy, sometimesevenin domainswhereconvergence
wasonceelusive.

I I . RELATED WORK

This typeof problemhasbeenapproachedin thepastusing
a variety of techniques.For slowly varying environments,
Szita et al. [2002] provide a specializationof Littman and
Szepesv́ari’s [1996] techniquesfor generalizedMDPs, show-
ing that

�
-learningwill convergeas long asthe variationper



time stepis small enough.In our case,we attemptto tackle
problemswherethevariationis muchlarger. Choi et al. [1999]
investigatemodelsin which thereare“hidden modes”.When
the environment switches betweenmodes, all the rewards
may be altered.This works if we have fairly detaileddomain
knowledgeaboutthe typesof modeswe expect to encounter.
For variation producedby the actionsof other agentsin the
world, or for truly unobservable environmentalchanges,this
techniquewould not work as well. Auer et al. [1995] show
that in arbitrarily varyingenvironments,we cancraft a regret-
minimizing strategy for playing repeatedgames.Mannorand
Shimkin [2001] extend these results to certain stochastic
games.Theseresultsare largely theoreticalin natureandcan
yield fairly looseperformancebounds,especiallyin stochastic
games.Rather than filtering the rewards as we will do, Ng
et al. [1999] show that a potential function can be used to
shapethe rewardswithout affecting the learnedpolicy while
possiblyspeedingup convergence.This assumesthat learning
would converge in the first place, though possibly taking a
very long time. Moreover, it requiresdomain knowledge to
craft this shapingfunction.

The innovative aspectof our approachis to considerthe
reward signal as merely a signal that is correlatedwith our
true learning signal. We proposea model that capturesthe
relationshipbetweenthe true reward and the noisy rewards
in a wide rangeof problems.Thus, without assumingmuch
additional domain knowledge,we can use filtering methods
to recover the underlying true reward signal from the noisy
observed global rewards.

I I I . MATHEMATICAL MODEL

The agentassumesthat the world possessesone or more
unobservable state variables that affect the global reward
signal.Theseunobservablestatesmay includethepresenceof
otheragentsor changesin theenvironment.Eachagentmodels
the effect of theseunobservablestatevariableson the global
reward asan additive noiseprocess��� that evolvesaccording
to �������	�
�������� , where ��� is a zero-meanGaussianrandom
variablewith variance��� . The global reward that it observes
if it is in state � at time � is � � �����������
� � , where � is a
vector containingthe ideal training rewards ������� received by
the agentat state� . The standardmodel that describessucha
linear systemis:

��� �"!$#%�&�('���)*'�� +",-�/.�)10&2��
#3���"45#3�768�9�(:;��)<:;�9+
,-�/.�)10=�>�

In our case, we desire estimatesof # � �@? �BA� � �DC A . We
impart our domain knowledge into the model by specifying
the estimatedvarianceand covarianceof the componentsof# � . In our case,we set 0 2 ��. sincewe assumeno observation
noisewhenwe experiencerewards; 0 � ��EF)GE��5�H.�)7EJI�"KML�K��ON ,
since the rewards are fixed and do not evolve over time;0=�>�GKPL KQ�RNF)�KPL K��SNT�$�U� � sincethe noiseterm evolveswith
variance� � . Thesystemmatrix is 4"�WV , andtheobservation
matrix is !X�Y? .Z.	[>[>[1N>\Q[�[>[].Z.*N C wherethe N>\ occursin
the � �/^ positionwhenour observed state _`�W� .

Kalmanfilters [Kalman,1960] areBayesoptimal,minimum
mean-squared-errorestimatorsfor linear systemswith Gaus-
sian noise. The agent applies the following causalKalman
filtering equationsat each time step to obtain maximum
likelihoodestimatesfor � and the individual rewards �����>� for
eachstate� givenall previousobservations.First, theestimatea# and its covariancematrix b are updatedin time basedon
the linear systemmodel:a#dc� � 4 a# �768� (1)

b=c� � 4	b �768� 4 A �e0 � (2)

Then thesea priori estimatesare updatedusing the current
time period’s observation ��� :f � � b c� ! A �G!gb c� ! A �h0 2 � 6� (3)a# � � a#dc� � f � ��� �i ! a#dc� � (4)

b � � ��V i f � !j�7b c� (5)

As shown, the Kalman filter also gives us the estimation
error covariancebd� , from which we know the varianceof the
estimatesfor � and � . We canalsocomputethe likelihoodof
observing��� giventhemodelandall thepreviousobservations.
This will be handy for evaluating the fit of our model, if
needed.We could also createmore complicatedmodels if
our domain knowledge shows that a different model would
be more suitable.For example, if we wantedto capturethe
effect of an upward bias in the evolution of the noiseprocess
(perhapsto model the fact that all the agentsare learning
andachieving higherrewards),we could addanothervariablek , initialized such that k%lYm . , modifying # to be #n�? � A � k C�A , andchangingour noiseterm updateequationto�������=�o���T� k �p�q:;� . In othercases,we might wish to usenon-
linearmodelsthatwould requiremoresophisticatedtechniques
suchasextendedKalmanfilters.

For the learning mechanism,we use a simple tabular
�

-
learningalgorithm[SuttonandBarto,1999], sincewe wish to
focusour attentionon the reward signalproblem.

�
-learning

keepsa “
�

-value” for each state-actionpair, and proceeds
using the following updaterule:� � �7_r)�st�5�U�]N ihu � � �76� �7_r)�st�8� u ���v�(w`xzyP{|>} � � �G_ c )�s c �]�G) (6)

where .�~ u ~�N is parameterthat controls the learning
rate, � is the reward signal usedfor learningat time � given_ and s , .�~<w��nN is the discount factor, and _ , s , and_ c are the current state,action, and next stateof the agent,
respectively. Under fairly generalconditions,in a stationary
MDP,

�
-learningconvergesto the optimal policy, expressed

as � �7_p�9���T���Txz�B� | � �7_r)�st��[
IV. THE FILTERING LEARNING AGENT

Like any goodstudent,the filtering learningagentchooses
to acceptwell-deserved praise from its teacherand ignore
over-effusive rewards.The good studentdoesnot updatehis
behavior at every time step,but only uponobservingrelevant
rewards.GettinganA in a classwith aneasyprofessorshould
not convince me that I have goodstudyhabits! The question
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Fig. 1. This shows the dynamicsof our 5x5 grid world domain.The statescorrespondto the grid locations,numbered1,2,3,4,...,24,25.Actions move the
agentN,S,E,or W, except in states6 and16, whereany action takes the agentto state10 and18, respectively, shown by the curved arrows in the figure at
left. The optimal policy is shown at center, wheremultiple arrows at onestatedenotesindifferencebetweenthe possibilities.A policy learnedby our filtering
agentis shown at right.

remains:How does an agent decide upon the relevance of
the rewards it sees?We have proposeda model in which
undeserved rewards over time are captured by a Markov
random process � . Using observations from previous states
and actions,an agentcan approachthis questionfrom two
perspectives.In thefirst, eachtime theagentvisits a particular
state _ , it shouldgain a better senseof the evolution of the
randomvariable � betweenits last visit and its currentvisit.
Secondly, given an estimateof � � during a visit to _ at time � ,
it hasa betterideaof thevalueof ������� whenit visits _ c at time����N . Thesearethe ideascapturedby thecausalKalmanfilter,
which only usesthe history of paststatesandobservationsto
providesestimatesof ������� and � .

The agentfollows this simplealgorithm:

1. Frominitial state_ l , takesomeaction s , transitionto state� , andreceive rewardsignal � l . Initialize
a# l ��� l �5�O� l anda# l �GKPL KT�eNT�5�"� l �H. , since � l ��. .

2. Performa Kalmanupdateusingequations1-5 to compute
the current vector of estimates

a# , which includes a
componentthat is the reward estimate

a���G_ l � , which will
simply equal � this time.

3. From the current state � at time � , take anotheraction
with somemix of explorationandexploitation; transition
to state E , receiving reward signal ��� . If this is the first
visit to state� , initialize

a#%�������5����� i a ���76� .
4. Performa Kalmanupdateusingequations1-5 to compute

the current vector of estimates
a# , which includes a

componentthat is the reward estimate
a������� .

5. Updatethe
�

-table using
a������� in placeof � in equation

6; return to Step3.

The advantageof the Kalman filter is that it requiresa
constantamount of memory – at no time does it need a
full history of statesand observations. Instead,it computes
a sufficient statistic during each update, # and b , which
consistsof the maximumlikelihoodestimateof � and � , and
the covariancematrix of this estimate.Thus,we can run this
algorithmonlineaswe learn,andits speeddoesnot deteriorate
over time.

V. EMPIRICAL RESULTS

If the world dynamicsmatchthe linear model we provide
the Kalman filter, then certainly this methodwill work well.
The interesting question concernssituations in which the
actual dynamics are clearly different from the model, and
whetherthis filtering agentwill still learn the good, or even
optimal, policies in such cases.This section examines the
efficacy of the filtering learning agent in several different
domains:(1) a singleagentdomainin which the linearsystem
describestheworld perfectly, (2) a singleagentdomainwhere
the noise is manuallyadjustedwithout following the model,
(3) a multi-agentsettingin which the noiseterm is meantto
encapsulatepresenceof other agentsin the environment,and
(4) a more complicatedmulti-agentsetting that provides an
abstractionof a mobile ad-hocnetworking domain in which
mobile agent nodes are trying to maximize total network
performance.

For easeof exposition,all thedomainsweusearevariantsof
the basicgrid-world domainshown in Figure1 anddescribed
in various reinforcementlearning texts such as [Sutton and
Barto, 1999]. The agentis able to move North, South,East,
or Westfrom its presentposition,andmosttransitionsgive the
agentzero reward, except all actionsfrom state6 move the
agentdirectly to state10 with a reward of 20, andall actions
from state16 move theagentdirectly to state18 with a reward
of 10. Bumps into the wall cost the agent-1 in reward and
move the agentnowhere.We usea discountfactorof 0.9.

To demonstratethe basicfeasibility of our filtering method,
we first createa domainthat follows the linear model of the
world givenin SectionIII perfectly. That is, in eachtime step,
a single agentreceives its true reward plus somenoise term
that evolves as a Markov randomprocess.To achieve this,
we simply add a noiseterm to the grid world domaingiven
in Figure 1. As shown in Figure 2, an agentacting in this
domain will receive a large range of reward valuesdue to
the evolving noiseterm. In the examplegiven,sometimesthis
valuerangesashigh as250eventhoughthemaximumreward
in the grid world is 20 – the noiseterm contributes230 to the
reward signal! A standard

�
-learning agent does not stand

a chanceat learninganything usefulusingthis reward signal.
However, thefiltering agentcanrecover thetruerewardsignal
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Fig. 2. (Left) As the agentis attemptingto learn,the reward signalvalue (y-axis) changesdramaticallyover time (x-axis) dueto the noiseterm. While the
true rangeof rewardsin this grid world domainonly falls between0 and20, the noisy reward signal rangesfrom -10 to 250, asshown in the graphat left.
(Center)Given this noisy signal, the filtering agentis still able to learn the true underlyingrewards,converging to the correctrelative valuesover time, as
shown in the middle graph.(Right) The filtering learningagent(bold line) accrueshigher rewardsover time than the ordinary � -learner(thin line), sinceit
is able to converge to an optimal policy whereasthe non-filtering � -learnerremainsconfused.

from this noisy signal and usethat to learn. Figure 2 shows
that thefiltering agentcanlearntheunderlyingrewardsignals,
converging to thesevaluesrelatively quickly. Thegraphto the
right comparesthe performanceof the filtering learnerto the
normal

�
-learner, showing a clearperformanceadvantage.

The observant readermay note that the learnedrewards
do not match the true rewards specifiedby the grid world.
Specifically, they are offset by about-4. Insteadof mostly 0
rewardsat eachstate,theagenthasconcludedthatmoststates
producereward of -4. Correspondingly, state6 now produces
a rewardof about16 insteadof 20. Since

�
-learningwill still

learnthecorrectoptimalpolicy subjectto scalingor translation
of the rewards,this is not a problem.This oddity is dueto the
factthatourmodelhasadegreeof freedomin thenoiseterm � .
Dependingof theinitial guessesof ouralgorithm,theestimates
for the rewardsmay be biased.If most of initial guessesfor
the rewardsunderestimatedthe true reward, then the learned
valuewill becorrespondinglylower thantheactualtruevalue.
In fact, all the learnedvalueswill be correspondinglower by
the sameamount.

To further test our filtering technique,we next evaluate
its performancein a domain that does not conform to our
noisemodelperfectly, but which is still a singleagentsystem.
Instead of a external reward term that evolves according
to a Gaussiannoise process,we adjust the noise manually,
introducingpositive andnegative swingsin the reward signal
valuesat arbitrarytimes.Theresultsaresimilar to thosein the
perfectly modeleddomain,showing that the filtering method
is fairly robust.

The most interestingcaseoccurswhenthe domainnoiseis
actually causedby other agentslearningin the environment.
This noisewill not evolveaccordingto a Gaussianprocess,but
sincethefiltering methodis fairly robust,we might still expect
it to work. If thereareenoughotheragentsin the world, then
thenoisethey collectively generatemayactuallytendtowards
Gaussiannoise.Here we focus on smallercaseswherethere
are6 or 10agentsoperatingin theenvironment.Wemodify the
grid world domain to include multiple simultaneously-acting
agents,whoseactionsdo not interfere with eachother, but
whoserewardsignalnow consistsof thesumof all theagents’

personalrewards,asgivenin thebasicsingleagentgrid world
of Figure1.

We againcomparethe performanceof the filtering learner
to the ordinary

�
-learningalgorithm.As shown in Figure 3,

mostof the filtering learnersquickly converge to the optimal
policy. Threeof the10 agentsconvergeto a suboptimalpolicy
that producesslightly lower averagerewards.However, this
artifact is largely dueto our choiceof explorationrate,rather
thana largeerror in theestimatedrewardvalues.Thestandard�

-learning algorithm also producesdecent results at first.
Approximatelyhalf of theagentsfind theoptimalpolicy, while
the other half are still exploring and learning.An interesting
phenomenonoccurswhen theseother agentsfinally find the
optimal policy and begin receiving higher rewards.Suddenly
the performancedrops drastically for the agentswho had
found the optimalpolicy first. Thoughseeminglystrange,this
providesa perfectexampleof the behavior that motivatesthis
paper. When the other agentslearn an optimal policy, they
begin affecting the global reward, contributing somepositive
amountratherthana consistentzero.This changesthe world
dynamicsfor the agentswho hadalreadylearnedthe optimal
policy andcausesthemto “unlearn” their goodbehavior.

The unstabledynamicsof the
�

-learnerscould be solved
if the agentshad full observability, andwe could learnusing
the joint actionsof all the agents,asin the work of Clausand
Boutilier [1998]. However, since our premiseis that agents
have only a limited view of the world, the

�
-learningagents

will only exhibit convergenceto the optimal policy if they
converge to the optimal policy simultaneously. This may take
a prohibitively long time, especiallyas the numberof agents
grows.

VI . APPLICATION TO MOBIL IZED AD-HOC NETWORKING

Finally, we apply our filtering methodto a more realistic
domain.Mobilized ad-hocnetworking providesan interesting
real-world environment that illustratesthe importanceof re-
ward filtering due to its high degree of partial observability
and a reward signal that dependson the global state.In this
domain, there are a number of mobile nodes whose task
is to move in such a way as to optimize the connectivity
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Fig. 3. (Left) Filtering agentsareableto distinguishtheir personalrewardsfrom theglobalrewardnoise,andthusableto learnoptimalpoliciesandmaximize
their averagereward over time in a ten-agentgrid-world domain.(Right) In contrast,ordinary � -learningagentsdo not processthe global reward signaland
canbecomeconfusedasthe environmentchangesaroundthem.Graphsshow averagerewards(y-axis) within 1000-periodwindows for eachof the 10 agents
in a typical run of 10000time periods(x-axis).

(performance)of the network. Changet al. [2003] castthis as
a reinforcementlearningproblem.As thenodesmove around,
connectionscan be formed betweennodes that are within
rangeof one another. Theseconnectionsallow packets to be
transmittedbetweenvarious sourcesand receivers scattered
amongthe nodes.

Themostinterestingaspectof this domainis that thenodes
arelimited to having only local knowledgeof their immediate
neighboringgrid locations (rather than the numberedstate
locationsasin the original grid world), andthusdo not know
their absolutelocation on the grid. Moreover, they have no
ideawherethe othernodesare locatedunlessthey happento
be within the local viewable area.This partial observability,
combinedwith the global nature of the reward signal (the
network connectivity), forcestheagentsto distinguishbetween
personalcontributionsto theobservedglobalrewardsignaland
contributionsmadeby otherunseenagentsin the world.

In our simplifiedexperimentaltrials,we placethemobilized
ad-hocnetworkingdomainontoagrid world. therewardsignal
is a global reward signal that measuresthe total network
performanceby determiningthe connectivity of the network
betweensourcesand receivers. The sourcesand receivers
occupy locationson the grid world. The agents’actionsare
limited functions that map their local state to N, S, E, W
movements.We alsolimit the agents’transmissionrangeto a
distanceof onegrid block.

For further simplicity, the single receiver is stationaryand
always occupiesthe grid location (1,1). Sourcenodesmove
around randomly, and in our example here, there are two
sourcesandeightmobileagentnodesin a 4x4 grid. This setup
is shown in Figure 4, and the graphshows a comparisonof
an ordinary

�
-learnerand the filtering learner, plotting the

increasein global rewards over time as the agentslearn to
perform their task as intermediatenetwork nodes.The graph
plots averageperformanceover 10 runs, showing the benefit
of the filtering process.Note that the performanceover time
fluctuateswidely sincethe performancedependsstrongly on
the relative locationsof the sourcesto the receiver. However,
the filtering agentsalmostalways outperformthe normal Q-
learnerssince they are able to learn behavior policies that

choosegood actionsin most configurationsof our mobilized
ad-hocnetworking grid world.

VI I . L IMITATIONS AND EXTENSIONS

The Kalman filtering framework handlesmany domains
beautifully, as we have seen.However, thereare somecases
wherewe may needto apply more sophisticatedtechniques.
In all of the work above, we have assumedthat the reward
signal is deterministic – each state, action pair can only
producea single reward value, and will always producethat
samevalue. There are somedomainsin which we’d like to
modelthe reward asbeingstochastic.For example,the multi-
armed bandit problem is a case in which the rewards are
stochasticallyrelatedto the action taken. When the stochas-
ticity of the rewards approximatesGaussiannoise, we can
usethe Kalman framework directly. In equation1, ' was set
to exhibit zero meanand zero variance.However, allowing
some variancewould give the model an observation noise
term that could reflect the stochasticityof the reward signal.
There are some caseswhich cannot be finessedso easily,
though. There are two potential remediesin this situation,
which are discussedin detail in the extendedversionof this
paper. Onesolutionmodifiesthe systemequationsso that the
vector to be estimatedrepresentsthe averagereward over a
time window, ratherthana singledeterministicvalue.Another
alternative makes two passesover a history window . In the
first pass,we do exactly the sameas before,except that we
alsonotethe log-likelihoodof eachof our observations,based
on the Kalman filter statistics.During the secondpass,for
eachstatethat consistentlyexhibits unlikely observations,we
split the state into one or more states,each corresponding
to a different reward level. We then examine the average
log-likelihood under this new model, and if it representsa
significantimprovementover the old model,we keepthe split
states.

Finally, in mostcasestheKalmanfiltering methodprovides
a very good estimateof � over time. Usually the estimates
will asymptoticallyapproachthe actualvalues.However, one
can imaginecasesin which the optimal policy relies on the
choiceof oneactionover another, wherethe

�
-value for the
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Fig. 4. (Left) A snapshotof the 4x4 adhoc-networking domain.S denotesthe sources,R is the receiver, and the dots are the learningagents,which act
as relay nodes.Lines denotecurrentconnections.Note that nodesmay overlap. (Right) Graphshows averagerewards (y-axis) in 1000-periodwindows as
filtering (bold line) andordinary (thin line) agentstry to learngood policies for actingasnetwork nodes.The filtering agentis able to learn a betterpolicy,
resultingin highernetwork performance(global reward). Graphshows the averagefor eachtype of agentover 10 trial runsof 100000time periods(x-axis)
each.

state-actionpair are quite close together. Since we cannot
guaranteeanexactestimateof therewardvalues,andhencethe
statevaluesand/or

�
-values,the agentmay make the wrong

decision.However, even if the policy is sub-optimal,the error
in our derived value function is at leastboundedby ���6�� , as
long as the K ������� i a�������]K�~��
�t� , and w is againthe discount
rate. In the majority of cases,the estimatesare good enough
to leadthe agentto learninga goodpolicy, if not the optimal
one.

VI I I . CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper provides the general framework for a new
approachto solving certainlarge multi-agentproblemsusing
a simple model that allows for efficient and robust learning
usingwell-studiedtools suchasKalmanfiltering. We provide
a setof experimentalresultsthat givesempiricalevidencefor
the usefulnessof this modeland technique.

As a practicalapplication,this work canbedirectly applied
to a more realistic mobile ad-hoc networking domain. We
would like to move out of the grid world setupinto a domain
setupmore similar to that describedin Changet. al. 2003.
Also, more work could do doneinvestigatingthe benefitsof
different variationsof this model in varioussettings.Condi-
tions for convergenceof the techniquedescribedin this paper
arealso forthcoming.
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